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This presentation may contain examples and resource materials that are provided 

for the user’s convenience. The inclusion of any material is not intended to reflect 

its importance, nor is it intended to endorse any views expressed, or products or 

services. 

These materials may contain the views and recommendations of the presenter as 

well as hypertext links, contact addresses and websites to information created and 

maintained by other public and private organizations. 

The opinions expressed in any of these materials do not necessarily reflect the 

positions or policies of the U.S. Department of Education. The U.S. Department of 

Education does not control or guarantee the accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or 

completeness of any outside information included in these materials. Mentions of 

specific programs or products in these examples are designed to provide clearer 

understanding and are not meant as endorsements.



Expectations

• Choose your engagement today: active, distracted, or disengaged

• Within the Breakout interactions:

❑ Share honestly.

❑ Make space and take space.

❑ Practice respect without judgment.

❑ Preserve confidentiality.

• Other expectations?



Icebreaker!

Go to the Breakout Room:

Where am I from?

What’s my organization

Where am I in my career journey?

Why did I choose this session?

6 minutes



Today’s learning topics:

➢ Leader behaviors that support and retain staff through                    

challenging times. 

➢ Shared experiences through the lens of current management                          

and leadership practices.

➢ Strategies that sustain and stabilize the organization.

➢ Skills to reframe challenges and resolve conflicts.

➢ Transferrable “habits of mind.”

NEXT:  A few things first!



Who am I and what are Lessons in Love?

--A distillation of 40 years

--Learning the behaviors that got me closer to what I wanted

--Recognizing the behaviors that didn’t



Lesson 1

Never forget that your job is about people and your 

most important task is building and maintaining 

relationships with them.  Cultivate those

connections…every day. 



Lesson 2

Besides building relationships, your other most 

important task is being an effective communicator; 

both transparent and vulnerable.



Practice interpersonal communication skills 

-Be willing to engage

-Listen for understanding 

-Wait to frame a response

-Reflect what is heard

-Use “I statements”

-Avoid sarcasm

-Realize disparities in power



Go to the Breakout Room:

-Share a connecting behavior you use or have observed?

-How do you make relationship-building a daily HABIT?

-Share an example of “vulnerable” or “transparent” 

communication in the workplace.

7 minutes



Lesson 3

Be a leader who knows how to manage, not a 

manager who sometimes leads.   Both are 

needed, and the balance is critical and tricky.



FIRST:   The difference between leadership and management

Adapted from William Aruda in FORBES, Nov. 2016

Comparison Leadership Management

Foundation Trust Control

Key behavior Inspiring people Managing activities

Power source Influence Rules

Focus Encouraging creativity Bringing stability

Key strategy Proactive Reactive

Guided by Principles and values Policies and procedures

Perspective Future oriented Here and now



Lesson 4

Practice YES habits Avoid NO habits

Respecting Criticizing

Trusting Blaming

Listening Complaining

Negotiating Threatening

Encouraging Bribing

Accepting Punishing

adapted from William Glasser, M.D., 1998.



Go to the Breakout Room:

Read following quote by Glasser (1925-2013)

“We almost always have choices, and the better the choice, 

the more we will be in control of our lives.”

How does personal CHOICE—internal control vs 

external control—relate to staff supervision and                              

the YES and NO habits?

6 Minutes



Lesson 5

Love the job you have.  If you can’t do that, make it 

more loveable.  Start by laughing deeply and often 

with your colleagues. The work we do is fraught with 

irony,  so finding something to laugh about is pretty 

easy. 



Lesson 6

When a difficult conversation is needed, use those 

communication skills, rely on those relationships,  

and engage!  Avoid kicking hard conversations down 

the road.

Adapted from Douglas Stone, DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS, 1999

and Roger Fisher, GETTING TO YES, 2010



Go to the Breakout room and share:

Describe a difficult conversation you initiated.

-Was it with a superior, peer, subordinate, student, parent?

-How’d it go?

-How did the situation change as a result?

-What did you learn from it?

8 minutes



Lesson 7

Do not try to be the smartest person in the 

room…any room. You probably aren’t.  Three of the 

most powerful words may just be “I don’t know”.

Adapted from Confucius and a million others



The changing environment of American education

Amount and speed of incoming data Post-pandemic reset

Changing technology Healthcare costs and access

Global economic uncertainty Increasing income disparity

Labor needs and workforce preparation Questions of equity

Dramatic climate and weather change Safety from violence

Increasing political polarization Reliable, accessible energy

Accessible 24/7 media Increasing partisan influence



Lesson 8

Motivation…remember that people do things for 

their own reasons, not yours.  Create an 

environment where the people around you want to 

meet your expectations.  Make it cool to be on The 

Team.



Lesson 9

Pay attention to the introverts, the “reserved” ones 

who may not have a lot to say but say a lot when 

they do.  Use your power to open space for all 

voices, not only the noisy ones.

Adapted from  SHY: A MEMOIR by Sian Prior, 2014



Lesson 10

Explore and understand your social privilege and 

power and SEE those around you who don’t have it.  

This is not as simple as it seems.  Be watchful for 

those who are invisible.



BONUS Lesson…

Our thoughts and behaviors 

come from a place of love or fear.  

Adapted from Dr. Robert DeRycke, NOTES, 2008

Be Brave
Be Loving



◦
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